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green energy
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• In April 2019, we published our 'Green finance 
framework' which was an update of our 'Green bond 
framework' from 2017. The Framework was expanded 
to also include green loan instruments and received a 
dark green shading from CICERO Shades of Green.

• In 2019, we took the first steps towards financing our 
offshore wind projects in Taiwan. In June, we established 
the first ever green loan facility in Taiwan and in 
November, we were the first foreign corporate to issue 
green bonds in local currency in the Taiwanese market. 

• We issued six new green bonds in 2019. Together 
with our two previously issued green bonds, total net 
proceeds amount to DKK 23,858 million of which DKK 
17,855 million is currently allocated. DKK 10,156 million 
was allocated in 2019. 

• Most of our allocated proceeds in 2019 were allocated 
to the Hornsea 1 project, situated in the UK. Once 
inaugurated in 2020, Hornsea 1 will be the world’s 
largest offshore wind farm with a capacity of 1.2GW.  

• Outstanding green bonds currently account for more 
than half of Ørsted’s total bond portfolio. We aim to 
purely finance green going forward.
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Highlights

With our allocated green bond proceeds, we support the 
Paris Agreement and progress towards the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals #7 on clean and affordable energy 
and #13 on climate action.

Avoided emissions from our allocated 
green bond proceeds total more than 

2 million
tonnes of CO2 each year.

The 6GW green bond project capacity 
is enough to supply more than

15 million
people with green energy each year.

Executive 
summary

2019 green financing timeline 

April 2019: 
Green finance 
framework 

June 2019: 
NTD 25bn green 
revolving credit facility

May 2019: 
GBP 900m green 
senior bonds

November 2019: 
NTD 12bn green 
senior bonds

December 2019: 
EUR 600m green 
hybrid bond
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Highlights

Project
Capacity
MW Country Project status

Construction  
period
Year

Total allocated 
proceeds¹  
DKKm

Energy  
generation 2019²
GWh

People 
powered 
annually²

Changhua 1 & 2a 900 TW Under construction 2019-2022 2,382 – 1,882,000

Hornsea 2 1,386 UK Under construction 2018-2022 800 – 3,528,000

Borssele 1 & 2 752 NL Under construction 2018-2020 500 – 2,377,000

Hornsea 1 1,218 UK Commissioned 2016-2019 9,874 2,300 3,100,000

Walney Extension 659 UK In operation 2015-2018 1,250 2,695 1,677,000

Race Bank 573 UK In operation 2015-2018 400 2,107 1,458,000

Borkum Riffgrund 2 465 DE In operation 2016-2018 2,649 1,245 1,255,000

Total 5,938  17,855 8,347 15,277,000

2017 2018 2019 Total

Avoided emissions from allocated 
green bond proceeds (t CO2 e / year) 208,000 819,000 1,097,000 2,124,000

Offshore wind projects 

Avoided emissions 

More information about our sustainability performance

Ørsted 
Green finance 
framework  

April 2019

Green finance 
framework

We commit to safeguarding and strengthening labour 
and human rights, to promoting safe working conditions, 
mental health and well-being and to giving our em ployees 
good learning opportunities in their work. We commit 
to treating all people with respect, to working against 
discrimination in all its forms and to be an inclusive organ-
isation, which respects individual characteristics such as 
gender, age, sexual orientation, nationality, religious and 
political beliefs.

Rule of law and anti-corruption
The rule of law and absence of corruption are a precondi-
tion for sound business and well-functioning societies. 
We commit to complying with all applicable laws and 
regulations and to working against corruption and bribery 
in all their forms. We have zero tolerance of bribery, fraud 
and other types of inappropriate business behaviour. We 
pledge to uphold sound business practices in our organisa-
tion and to promote such practices amongst our business 
partners.

Economic development
All societies need energy to develop. We commit to promot-
ing affordable, reliable and modern energy systems, which 
will support the sustainable development of societies. 
We maintain and modernise our energy assets and we 
provide innovative and competitive energy solutions to our 
customers. We recognise the role that tax plays for society 
to develop sustainably. We commit to complying with the 
intent and the letter of tax law and not using contrived or 
abnormal tax structures.

Dialogue
Sustainability is an area in constant development. We commit 
to reporting on our sustainability policies, targets and pro-
gress - and to engaging with our stakeholders to better un-
derstand how we can continuously improve our sustainabi-
lity performance and contribute to a more sustainable world.

As a company, we commit to operating in a way that  
creates progress towards the UN Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals. Through our commitment, we want to help 
preserving the environmental, social and economic assets 
that are fundamental for society and important to our 
long-term value creation. To guide the way we work with 
sustainability, we adhere to the UN Global Compact princi-
ples on environment, labour and human rights, anti-corrup-
tion as well as sustainable economic development.

Environment
In our work to minimise our environmental impact, we 
prioritise three areas: climate change, biodiversity and 
resource management. We commit to taking action to 
combat climate change, promoting access to sustaina-
ble energy and advancing energy ef ciency. We strive to 
reduce the cost of green energy because cheaper green 
energy technologies will increase the share of renewables 
in the global energy mix. In our own operations and in our 
supply chain, we commit to protecting the ecosystems, 
sourcing from sustainably managed forests and avoiding, 
minimising or restoring biodiversity loss. As for the natural 
resources that we rely on in our business, we commit to 
pursuing recycling and reuse to create more sustainable 
consumption and production.

Labour and human rights
With a signicant number of employees and a global supply 
chain, we can make a positive difference in many people’s 
lives by enforcing labour and human rights.  

� 
Sustainability commitment

Ørsted Policy

We want sustainable energy to empower people, businesses and societies, 
helping them to unleash their potential without having to worry about 
harming the planet or reducing the opportunities for future generations.

11/2016

Sustainability 
commitment

Ørsted
Sustainability report 
2019

Carbon neutral  
to stop global 
warming at 1.5°C

Sustainability 
report 2019

ESG performance 
report 2019

Annual 
report 2019

1.  Allocated green bond proceeds can amount to maximum 50% of project CAPEX in order to  
 not exceed Ørsted's ownership share after potential farm-down.
2. Energy generation in 2019 and the number of people powered are based on the full capacity of the 
 wind farms, regardless of Ørsted's ownership share. Accounting policies are available in Appendix I. 

Contents 
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Financing 
green matters 

Green bond investor letter

Science has clearly demonstrated 
the need to limit global warming  
to 1.5°C to avoid uncontrollable 
effects of climate change. We target 
carbon neutrality in our energy 
generation and operations by 2025 
and in our total carbon footprint 
by 2040. 

With the Paris Agreement, a vast majority of the world’s 
countries agree to tackle climate change. Yet, global 
emissions continue to rise and the concentration of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere have never been 
higher. As a result, global average temperature has already 
increased by more than 1.1°C and is still on the rise. To 
turn the current development around and keep the world 
below a 1.5ºC temperature increase, global emissions need 
to be halved in just ten years and reach net zero by 2050. 

To reach the 1.5ºC target, the UN Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change estimates a USD 2.4 trillion annual 
shortfall in clean energy investment through 2035. The 
good news is that through industrialisation, economies of 

scale and innovation across the value chain, the cost of 
renewable energy has dropped significantly over the past 
decade. The cost of offshore wind alone has dropped by 
more than 66% since 2012, and it is now cheaper to build 
offshore wind farms than coal- or gas-fired power plants in 
many markets.

We want to contribute to a 1.5°C future
At Ørsted, we have undergone a major transformation 
over the past decade. From being a traditional fossil-based 
energy company ten years ago, we are today ranked 
the most sustainable company in the world in Corporate 
Knights’ 2020 Global 100 index. 

By the end of 2019, we had a green energy share of 86% 
and target 99% by 2025. We have installed 6.8GW offshore 
wind – enough to power 14.5 million people – and our 
ambition is to install at least 30GW of renewable capacity 
by 2030. This will be enough to supply more than 
55 million people with green energy. 

We have set a new target to become carbon neutral in 
our energy generation and operations (scope 1-2) by 2025. 
To achieve this, we will reduce our carbon intensity to 
less than 10g CO2e/kWh by expanding our green energy 
portfolio and phasing out coal entirely, which represents 
at least a 98% reduction compared to 2006. We will work 
continuously to find solutions for eliminating the last, 



remaining emissions, including carbon offset if necessary. 
As we embark on the next phase in our decarbonisation 
journey, we have also set a target to reach net-zero 
emissions in our total carbon footprint (scope 1-3) by 
2040, a decade faster than required by science. To help 
achieve this, we target a 50% reduction of the emissions 
in our energy trading and supply chain (scope 3) by 2032, 
compared to 2018.

We have defined our carbon reduction targets to align 
our full carbon footprint with what science requires from 
the energy sector to limit global warming to 1.5°C. The 
non-profit Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) has 
preliminarily concluded that our new targets align with 
what the 1.5°C pathway requires from energy companies. 
The SBTi organisation will officially announce this target 
classification during 2020, once it has released the 1.5°C 
reduction pathway for energy companies.

The 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) address 
the key economic, social and environmental challenges 
that the world faces towards 2030. With our allocated 
green bond proceeds to offshore wind energy build-out, 
we particularly advance two of the SDGs: We power 
people with green energy (SDG 7) and help combat 
climate change by decarbonising our energy generation 
and avoiding emissions (SDG 13). 

An eventful 2019 in green finance
2019 was an exciting year in green finance for us. In April, 
we published our updated 'Green finance framework' 
which replaces our previous 'Green bonds framework' 
from 2017. In the updated framework, we broaden our 
green financing instruments to include green bonds, 
green loans and other debt instruments. With the update, 
we decided that going forward we will use green bond 
proceeds purely for financing of offshore wind projects as 
this continues to be our main growth platform. We expect 
offshore wind to receive 75-85% of our allocated capital 
in the period 2019-2025.  

In May, we issued GBP 900 million (DKK ~7.8 billion) 
green senior bonds in one inflation-linked (CPI) tranche 
and two nominal tranches. With this, Ørsted became the 
first corporate issuer of CPI-linked green bonds in the UK 
capital market.

In June, we established the first ever green loan facility  
in Taiwan with a five-year NTD 25 billion (DKK ~5.4 billion) 
green revolving credit facility together with a group of 
15 mainly local Taiwanese banks. In November, we were 
the first foreign corporate to issue green bonds in Taiwan 
with the issuance of NTD 12 billion (DKK ~2.65 billion) in 
two tranches. These are the first steps in financing the 
construction of our offshore wind farms in Taiwan and we 
are proud to help develop the local sustainable finance 
market.

In December, we refinanced our EUR 600 million 
(DKK ~4.5 billion) 3015 hybrid bond with a new green 
hybrid bond of similar amount and maturity in 3019. 

We have decided that, where possible, all our future 
financing will be in a green format. With this year’s 
transactions, our total outstanding notional bond debt 
amounted to DKK 47.1 billion with more than half of this 
issued in a green format. 

This report is Ørsted’s annual 'Green bond investor letter' 
and reports on allocated proceeds and project impacts. 
We welcome your feedback. 

Best regards, 

Allan Bødskov Andersen 
Senior Vice President
Strategic Finance & Investor 
Relations
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Green bond investor letter

The International Energy Agency predicts that offshore 
wind will be a fundamental technology in the future 
energy system due to its stable production patterns.

In 2019, global installed offshore wind capacity totalled 
23GW, excluding China. Bloomberg New Energy Finance 
estimates that this global offshore wind market will more 
than double from an average of 3GW installed per year 
in 2015-2019 to an average of 7GW installed per year in 
2020-2025. Further, there are indications that annual 
additions will again double to an average of 14GW per 
year by mid to late 2020s. 

At Ørsted, offshore wind is our core focus and has 
been since we decided to transform Ørsted to a green 
energy company. It is a rapidly growing market in the 
global energy system with attractive value-creating 
opportunities. We have leveraged our capabilities to 

become the leading player in the offshore wind market, 
today representing an approx. 30% share of global 
capacity in operation or under construction outside 
mainland China. 

By 2025, we target 15GW installed offshore wind capacity, 
which will be enough to power more than 30 million 
people. We are well on track to reach this target and 
have currently constructed a total of 6.8GW offshore 
wind capacity. In 2019, we celebrated first power from the 
world's largest offshore wind farm, Hornsea 1, in the UK. 
Our key markets are the United Kingdom, continental 
Europe, the United States and Asia-Pacific.

As of January 2020, a total amount of DKK 17,855 million 
of our green bond proceeds had been allocated to seven 
offshore wind projects, with DKK 10,156 million allocated 
in 2019.

Offshore wind represents a scalable, 
cost-competitive and energy-efficient 
green technology.

Offshore wind
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Race Bank

Walney Extension

Borssele 1 & 2

Hornsea 2 Borkum Riffgrund
Hornsea 1

1. Energy generation 2019 and the number of people powered are based on the full capacity of the wind farms, 
 regardless of Ørsted's ownership share. Accounting practices are available in Appendix I. 
2.  Hornsea 1 has been increasingly ramped up during 2019 with the last turbines installed in early October.

Project 
overview 

Project
Changhua  
1 & 2a Hornsea 2 Borssele 1 & 2 Hornsea 1

Walney 
Extension Race Bank

Borkum 
Riffgrund 2

Country TW UK NL UK UK UK DE

Year of FID 2019 2017 2016 2016 2015 2015 2016

No. of turbines – 165 94 174 87 91 56

Ørsted  
ownership share 100% 100% 100% 50% 50% 50% 50%

Capacity 900MW 1,386MW 752MW 1,218MW 659MW 573MW 465MW

Energy generation 
2019¹ – – – 2,300GWh² 2,695GWh 2,107GWh 1,245GWh

People powered 
annually¹ 1,882,000 3,528,000 2,377,000 3,100,000 1,677,000 1,458,000 1,255,000

Project status 
Under 
construction

Under 
construction

Under 
construction Commissioned In operation In operation In operation

Total allocated 
proceeds (DKKm) 2,382 800 500 9,874 1,250 400 2,649

Greater 
Changhua 1 & 2a

Green bond investor letter

In operation / commissioned

Under constrution

Taiwan

Germany

The Netherlands

United Kingdom

Contents 
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In 2019, we allocated green bond 
proceeds of DKK 10,156 million. 

We made the first allocations from the green bonds  
issued in 2019, and allocated the remaining amounts  
from the two green bonds issued in 2017. 

Following the update of our 'Green finance framework' 
with which we allocate exclusively to offshore wind 
projects, we have chosen to roll back the DKK 350 million 
green bond proceeds previously allocated to two biomass 
conversion projects at the Skærbæk Power Station and 
the Asnæs Power Station. These proceeds have been 
reallocated to the Hornsea 1 project. 

Allocated 
proceeds

Total amounts allocated by bond 
The table below provides details on Ørsted’s eight outstanding 
Green Bonds, including total allocated amount. 

Ørsted A/S

ISIN Bond type Face value Coupon Issue date Maturity

Net  
proceeds 
DKKm

Proceeds 
allocated 2019 
DKKm

Total allocated 
proceeds 
DKKm

Unallocated 
proceeds 
DKKm

XS1721760541 Senior EUR 750m 1.5% 24-11-2017 26-11-2029 5,499 150 5,499 0

XS1720192696 Hybrid EUR 500m 2.25% 24-11-2017 24-11-3017 3,674 1,324 3,674 0

XS1997070781 Senior GBP 350m 2.125% 16-05-2019 17-05-2027 2,968 2,400 2,400 568

XS1997070864 Senior GBP 300m 2.5% 16-05-2019 16-05-2033 2,518 2,100 2,100 418

XS1997071086 Senior CPI-linked GBP 250m 0.375% 16-05-2019 16-05-2034 2,128 1,600 1,600 528

XS2010036874 Hybrid EUR 600m 1.75% 09-12-2019 09-12-3019 4,424 200 200 4,224

Total allocations 7,774 15,473 5,738

Roll-back 2019 -350

Total 21,211 7,424 15,473 5,738

Ørsted Wind Power TW Holding A/S

ISIN Bond Type Face Value Coupon Issue date Maturity

Net  
proceeds 
DKKm

Proceeds 
allocated 2019 
DKKm

Total allocated 
proceeds 
DKKm

Unallocated 
proceeds 
DKKm

TW000F156013 Senior TWD 4,000m 0.92% 19-11-2019 19-11-2026 882 882 882 0

TW000F156021 Senior TWD 8,000m 1.5% 19-11-2019 19-11-2034 1,765 1,500 1,500 265

Total 2,647 2,382 2,382 265

Green bond investor letter
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Allocated proceeds

Bond allocations by project
By January 2020, a total of DKK 17,855 million green bond 
proceeds had been allocated to seven offshore wind 
projects in 2017, 2018 and 2019. In 2019, the green bond 
proceeds were allocated to three offshore wind projects: 
two in the United Kingdom and one in Taiwan. 

In the United Kingdom, we allocated DKK 7,774 million to 
Hornsea 1 and Hornsea 2, with most proceeds allocated to 
Hornsea 1. In Taiwan, we allocated DKK 2,382 million to the 
Changhua 1 & 2a project.

ISIN Bond Offshore project 2017 2018 2019 Total

XS1721760541 Senior EUR 750m issued 2017 Hornsea 2 100 100

Hornsea 1 2,200 150 2,350

Walney Extension 500  500

Race Bank 400  400

Borkum Riffgrund 2 2,149 2,149

XS1720192696 Hybrid EUR 500m issued 2017 Borssele 1 & 2 500 500

Hornsea 1 200 400 1,324 1,924

Walney Extension 750  750

Borkum Riffgrund 2 500 500

XS1997070781 Senior GBP 350m issued 2019 Hornsea 2 400 400

Hornsea 1 2,000 2,000

XS1997070864 Senior GBP 300m issued 2019 Hornsea 2 100 100

Hornsea 1 2,000 2,000

 XS1997071086 Senior CPI-linked GBP 250m issued 2019 Hornsea 2 100 100

Hornsea 1 1,500 1,500

XS2010036874 Hybrid EUR 600m issued 2019 Hornsea 2 100 100

Hornsea 1 100 100

TW000F156013 Senior TWD 4000m issued 2019 Changhua 1 & 2a 882 882

TW000F156021 Senior TWD 8000m issued 2019 Changhua 1 & 2a 1,500 1,500

Total  1,600 6,099 10,156 17,855

Allocated proceeds
DKKm

Contents 
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The net proceeds from our green 
financing instruments can be used  
to finance, or refinance, a pool of 
eligible projects. For a project to be 
eligible, investment activities must 
be related to the development, 
construction or installation of 
offshore wind farms.

Avoided emissions
Avoided emissions are the carbon emissions avoided 
each year by replacing an equal quantity of electricity 
generated using fossil fuels with generation from offshore 
wind, using the fossil fuel mix for each country. The lifetime 
of a wind farm is expected to be at least 25 years. 

The annual avoided emissions for each bond are 
calculated as the sum of avoided emissions for the projects 
attributable to the allocated green bond proceeds. 

The two performance indicators 'green bond proceeds 
allocated to offshore wind projects' and 'avoided emissions 
from allocated green bond proceeds' are reviewed by PwC 
as part of our separate ESG performance report. 

People powered
The number of people powered represents the number 
of people which an offshore wind farm will be able to 
provide power for. This is an illustrative average based on 
a project's capacity, an average load factor from business 
cases for offshore wind and country-specific power 
consumption per person.

For detailed accounting policies on avoided emissions and 
people powered, please refer to Appendix I.

Avoided emissions  
and people powered

Green bond investor letter

Avoided emissions t CO2 e / year

Avoided emissions from allocated green bond proceeds  2,100,000

XS1721760541 Senior EUR 750m issued 2017 733,000

XS1720192696 Hybrid EUR 500m issued 2017 459,000

XS1997070781 Senior GBP 350m issued 2019 285,000

XS1997070864 Senior GBP 300m issued 2019 239,000

XS1997071086 Senior CPI-linked GBP 250m issued 2019 183,000

XS2010036874 Hybrid EUR 600m issued 2019 26,000

TW000F156013 Senior TWD 4000m issued 2019 73,000

TW000F156021 Senior TWD 8000m issued 2019 125,000

Avoided emissions from allocated green bond proceeds per DKK 1m 119

People powered People / year

People powered by the green bond offshore wind projects 15,277,000

More than 

2 million 
tonnes CO2 
avoided from allocated  
green bond proceeds each year

More than  

15 million  
people 
powered by the green bond  
offshore wind projects each year

http://orsted.com/esgperformance2019


Each year in January, our 
Sustainability Committee approves 
the final allocation of green bond 
proceeds for the previous year.

In January 2020, the green bond allocations and reporting 
for 2019 were approved in consensus. Following the 
approval, we publish this annual investor letter with the 
allocation of proceeds, along with our other financial and 
sustainability reporting.

Our 'Green finance framework' sets out the criteria for our 
green financing instruments, including green bonds, green 
loans and other debt instruments to finance eligible green 
projects. The framework has been developed in alignment 
with the 'Green Bond Principles' and the 'Green Loan 
Principles'. 

According to our framework, most projects will only be 
partially funded by green bond proceeds, and allocations 
can never exceed Ørsted’s ownership share of the total 
investment. Following the updated framework, our green 
financing will purely finance offshore wind projects.

To provide a second opinion, the framework was reviewed 
by CICERO Shades of Green and was awarded a dark 
green shading, which is the highest grading a framework 
can receive. Our 'Green finance framework' and CICERO’s 
second opinion are available on our website.

The allocation of funds, as described in this investor letter, 
and the internal tracking of the green bond proceeds 
have been verified by PwC with limited assurance. PwC’s 
assurance report is attached in Appendix II.
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Green bond proceeds 
are allocated to eligible 
projects

Reporting is published on 
allocated proceeds and 
project impacts

Sustainability Committee 
approves green bond 
allocations and reporting

Annual green bond governance process

Green financing 
governance

Green bond investor letter

Implementing the TCFD recommendations
Over the past two years, we have assessed the 
impact that climate change can have on the 
resilience of our business by implementing the TCFD 
(Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures) 
recommendations. The TCFD recommendations are 
helping us to continuously improve our understanding 
of climate-related financial risks and opportunities 
and disclose it in a useful way to our investors. In 2019, 
we conducted a climate scenario analysis, focusing on 
risks in our offshore wind business covering 87% of our 
EBITDA. Read more in our annual financial report and 
sustainability report.  

Contents 
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http://orsted.com/annualreport2019
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In 2019, the majority of our allocated green bond proceeds 
were allocated to the Hornsea 1 offshore wind project. 
 
Once officially inaugurated in 2020, Hornsea 1 will be 
the world’s largest offshore wind farm with a capacity 
of 1.2GW, enough to provide electricity for well over 
one million homes in the UK. For comparison, Hornsea 
1 is almost double the size of Walney Extension which is 
currently the world’s largest offshore wind farm with a 
capacity of 659MW.

What's special about Hornsea 1  
is that it breaks the mold, going
beyond incremental innovation”

Duncan Clark, Head of Region, United Kingdom,  
at Ørsted, said: 

“What’s special about Hornsea 1 is that it breaks the 
mould, going beyond incremental innovation. From one 
project to another, we have seen iterations of bigger 
turbines, wind farms gradually increasing in size and 
introduced new ways of working further offshore, but 
Hornsea 1 represents the first of a new kind of offshore 
wind farm; much bigger and further from shore than ever 
seen before”.

Covering an area of 407 square kilometres, Hornsea 1 is 
located 120 km from the Yorkshire coast, the furthest from 
shore an offshore wind farm has ever been built. The first 

turbine was installed in February 2019 and nine months 
later, in November, all 174 turbines had been successfully 
installed. The 190-meter-tall turbines, with each individual 
blade stretching 75 metres in length, takes up to 12 hours 
of precision working to install. When commissioned, each 
turbine produces enough electricity to be able to 
individually power a UK home for over one day with a 
single rotation.

“This flagship project demonstrates globally that large-
scale renewable electricity generation that competitively 
replaces fossil fuel generation is not only possible, it’s here 
already”, said Duncan Clark.  

He went on to add: “Hornsea 1 represents a significant 
milestone in the global fight against climate change, 
paving the way for other large-scale offshore wind 
projects, and bringing us one step closer to our vision of  
a world that runs entirely on green energy.”

The electricity generated by the turbines will pass via 
undersea cables through one of three massive offshore 
substations, and the world’s first offshore reactive 
compensation station, all fully installed, before reaching 
shore at Horseshoe Point, Lincolnshire. The electricity is 
then transported via underground cables to the onshore 
substation in North Killingholme, where it connects to the 
UK National Grid, in order to reach well over one million 
homes in the UK.

Hornsea 1 is a 50/50 joint venture between Ørsted A/S and 
Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP).
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Project deep-dives
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Hornsea 1



In November 2019, Ørsted 
completed a historic issuance of 
green bonds when we as the first 
foreign company ever issued green 
bonds in Taiwanese Dollars (NTD) 
equivalent to DKK 2.65 billion via 
the stock exchange in Taipei. 

The transactions followed Ørsted’s green loan facility 
of 25bn NTD (DKK 5.5bn) which was established in 
June 2019. Both sources of financing will be directed 
towards investments in our Changhua 1 & 2a project.

The bond issuances demonstrate our ambition to build 
strong ties with local financial institutions and is an 
important step in the financing of the construction of our 
Taiwanese offshore wind project Changhua 1 & 2a. We took 
final investment decision on the project in April 2019, after 
Taiwan's Ministry of Economic Affairs had approved our 
local supply chain plan. 

Matthias Bausenwein, Head of Region, Asia Pacific at 
Ørsted, said:  

“We are proud to have secured a very high level of local 
content on the project and to help create an active green 

bond market to support the long-term development of  
the offshore wind industry in Taiwan.”

With the Changhua 1 & 2a project, we will invest 
significantly in Taiwan’s transition to renewable energy 
with substantial impact on industrial development. Local 
commitment is important to honour our contracts and 
agreements with the local government. Attaining people 
with local knowledge and expertise will help us execute 
the project in a geographical area with considerably 
different weather and working conditions than we have 
previously been used to. 

The offshore project has created business opportunities for 
local suppliers and demonstrated significant contribution 
to local job creation. Ørsted has, for example, awarded 
the local supplier, Taiwan Cogeneration Corporation, an 
Engineering, Procurement and Construction contract 
in November 2018. This contract is so far the largest of 
its kind for Taiwan’s offshore wind industry and will be 
executed by their subsidiary Star Energy Corporation who 
expect to create around 800 to 1,000 local jobs through 
contracting with local sub-suppliers.

The Changhua 1 & 2a project will be located 35-50 
kilometres off the coast of Changhua County and will 
have a capacity of approx. 900MW, enough to supply 
around 1 million Taiwanese households with green power. 
The offshore wind farm will be constructed in 2021 and 
2022. 
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Changhua 1 & 2a
Project deep-dives

In November 2019, Ørsted completed a historic issuance of green bonds as the first 
foreign company ever to issue green bonds in local currency at the Taipei Exchange.

Contents 
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Accounting policies for all of Ørsted's sustainability 
indicators are disclosed in our 'ESG performance report 
2019' available at our website. 

Avoided emissions 
The avoided carbon emissions due to generation from 
offshore wind farms are calculated assuming that the
generation from wind farms replace an equal quantity 
of electricity generated using fossil fuels. The carbon 
emissions factor from fossil fuels is calculated as an 
average fossil fuel mix in the country where the specific 
wind farm is located, as CO2e/kWh. 

The avoided carbon emissions are calculated as the 
offshore wind farm’s installed capacity multiplied with 
an average load factor and the carbon emissions factor. 
The calculation is based on the project's full capacity, 
independent of Ørsted’s ownership share. The lifetime of a 
wind farm is expected to be at least 25 years. 

Data is extracted from external sources (International 
Energy Agency, IEA) using the data available on the year 
of the project’s first inclusion in this report. The power 
generation at a wind farm does not directly emit CO2 
and no secondary effects are included, from either power 
plants or offshore wind farms. 

The accounting policy for avoided emissions follow the 
principles of the GHG Project Protocol and the UNFCCC 
methodology.

The annual avoided emissions for each bond are the sum 
of avoided emissions for the projects attributable to the 
allocated green bond proceeds. This is calculated as the 
relative share of green bond allocation to total CAPEX for a 
project multiplied by the avoided emissions for the project. 
For competitive reasons, we do not disclose total CAPEX or 
other figures which may indicate this at project level.

Avoided emissions from allocated green bond proceeds 
are reviewed by PwC as part of the ESG performance 
report.
 
Energy generation 
Power generation from wind farms is determined as sold 
generation. The indicator is calculated based on the full 
generation from the wind farms, independent of Ørsted’s 
ownership share. 

People powered 
The number of people powered represents the number of 
people which an offshore wind farm is, or will be, able to 
provide power for. This is an illustrative average based on 
a project's capacity, an average load factor from business 
cases for offshore wind and country-specific power 
consumption per person. The indicator is calculated based 
on the full capacities of the wind farms, independent of 
Ørsted’s ownership share.

Appendix I: 
Accounting policies

Green bond investor letter

http://orsted.com/ESGperformance2019
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Appendix II: 
Assurance report of the independent auditor

To the green bond investors and the  
Board of Directors of Ørsted A/S.

Our conclusion
Based on the procedures we have performed and the 
evidence we have obtained, nothing has come to our 
attention that causes us to believe that the Selected 
Information for the 2019 reporting year has not been 
prepared, in all material aspects, in accordance with the 
Ørsted 'Green finance framework'.

This conclusion is to be read in the context of what we
state in the remainder of our report.

Selected Information
The scope of our work was limited to assurance over 
the information described in the Ørsted 'Green finance  
framework', page 7: 'External reviews – Annual assurance 
report'. The scope of our work was limited to the internal 
tracking method and the allocation of funds from the 
green bond proceeds as expressed in the Ørsted 'Green 
bond investor letter 2019' (together “the Selected 
Information”), dated January 2020.

Professional standards applied and level of assurance 
We performed a limited assurance engagement in 
accordance with International Standard on Assurance 
Engagements 3000 (revised), ”Assurance Engagements 
other than Audits and Reviews of Historical Financial 
Information” and additional requirements under Danish 
auditor regulation to obtain limited assurance in respect 
of our conclusion. A limited assurance engagement is 
substantially less in scope than a reasonable assurance 
engagement in relation to both the risk assessment 
procedures, including an understanding of internal control, 
and the procedures performed in response to the assessed 
risks. Consequently, the level of assurance obtained in 

a limited assurance engagement is substantially lower 
than the assurance that would have been obtained had a 
reasonable assurance engagement been performed.

Our independence and quality control
PricewaterhouseCoopers is subject to the International 
Standard on Quality Control, ISQC 1, and thus applies 
a comprehensive quality control system, including 
documented policies and procedures concerning 
compliance with ethical requirements, professional 
standards and current statutory requirements and other 
regulation.

We have complied with the independence and other 
ethical requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants issued by the International Ethics Standards 
Board for Accountants, which is founded on fundamental 
principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence 
and due care, confidentiality and professional behavior.

Work done
We are required to plan and perform our work in order
to consider the risk of material misstatement of the
Selected Information. In doing so, we:

• made enquiries of relevant Ørsted management to 
assess to whether the reporting has been prepared in 
accordance with the Ørsted 'Green finance framework'; 
and

• to access the design of the processes and internal 
controls for managing, recording and reporting the 
Selected Information; and

• performed analytical review of the Selected 
Information, including the allocation of amounts as 
presented in the Ørsted 'Green bond investor letter 
2019'.

Green bond investor letter Contents 
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Appendix II

Management’s responsibility
The Directors of Ørsted A/S are responsible for:

• designing, implementing and maintaining internal 
control over information relevant to the preparation 
of the Selected Information that is free from material 
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error;

• establishing objective criteria for preparing the 
Selected Information as described in the Ørsted  
'Green finance framework';

• measuring and reporting the Selected information 
based on the Ørsted 'Green finance framework'; and

• the content of the Ørsted 'Green bond investor letter 
2019'.

Auditor’s responsibility
We are responsible for:

• planning and performing the engagement to obtain 
limited assurance about whether the Selected 
Information is free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error;

• forming an independent conclusion, based on the 
procedures we have performed and the evidence we 
have obtained; and

• reporting our conclusion to the Board of Directors of 
Ørsted A/S and the green bond investors.

This report, including our conclusions, has been prepared 
solely for the Board of Directors of Ørsted A/S and the 
green bond investors in accordance with the agreement 
between us, to assist the Board of Directors in reporting on 
Ørsted’s green bonds. 

We permit this report to be disclosed online at Ørsted 
A/S’ homepage in respect of the 2019 reporting year, 
to assist Ørsted A/S in responding to their governance 
responsibilities by obtaining an independent assurance 
report in connection with the Selected Information.

Hellerup, 30 January 2020
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Statsautoriseret Revisionspartnerselskab
CVR No 3377 1231

Lars Baungaard
State Authorised Public Accountant

Rasmus Friis Jørgensen
State Authorised Public Accountant



Sustainability ratings and memberships

MSCI

Sustainability ratings and memberships

Memberships and alliances

UN Global Compact participant

Ørsted ranked the most sustainable company in the 
world in Corporate Knights’ 2020 Global 100 index.

1st place

A

AAA

83 of 100

78 of 100

A

B+

Ørsted awarded the highest possible rating by MSCI for 
three consecutive years.

Ørsted awarded the highest possible rating and is recognised as a 
global leader on climate action.

Ørsted awarded highest possible ‘Leader’ status being in top 7 
among 188 utilities and no. 1 among direct market cap peers. 

Ørsted in top 2% of companies in the industry and awarded a gold 
label for being among the top performers assessed by EcoVadis.

Ørsted awarded the highest possible rating in the 
GRESB Infrastructure Public Disclosure Assessment.

Ørsted placed as no. 1 among all utilities and 
awarded ‘Prime’ status.

Rating agencies Elaboration and benchmark Score

Sustainability report 2019

Member of the action platform 
'Sustainable Ocean Business'. Through 
this, we aim to contribute to ensuring 
that an accelerated use of ocean-
based solutions takes place sustainably 
to meet the ambitions of the Paris 
Agreement and the UN SDGs.

Member of the action platform 
'Pathways to Low-Carbon and 
Resilient Development'. Through 
this, we aim to serve as a catalyst 
for enhancing action to meet the 
ambitions of the Paris Agreement 
and the UN SDGs.
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